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one of the most cherished stories of all time, to kill a mockingbird has been translated into more
than forty languages, sold more than forty million copies worldwide, served as the basis for an

enormously popular motion picture, and was voted one of the best novels of the twentieth century
by librarians across the country. although scout is born with an instinctual ability to define and

interpret the "mockingbird code," she has to learn how to be a lawyer. in fact, it's dill who becomes
the lawyer who is given the case of defending tom robinson. this case is the culmination of the two

children's experiences in their community. as the novel begins, scout has just left the "sleepy
southern town" where the trial is taking place, and her life is in tatters. she is, quite literally, without
her father, whom she left home when she was three and has not seen since, and she has no friends,
except dill, who is now attending a private school. through a series of flashbacks, we discover that

the narrator and her ex had an affair and that, unbeknownst to the narrator, her ex was a serial
killer. this reveals a darker and more disturbing side of her character, which, in turn, sets up a

surprising and tragic ending. themes and literary devices such as mystery, love, revenge, the nature
of man, and friendship are explored in this novel. the plot and characters are well developed and the
book offers a window into the mind of a serial killer. to kill a mockingbird was written by harper lee, a
writer from monroeville, alabama, and published in 1960. the book went on to win the pulitzer prize

in 1961 and was later made into an academy award-winning film, also a classic. lee died in 2016.
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the great depression has hit the town of maycomb, alabama, where atticus finch lives with his wife,
alice, and their three children. the children are jem finch, a thoughtful thirteen-year-old, scout finch,

a spirited ten-year-old tomboy who loves to read, and dill, a self-involved five-year-old. one day a
black man named tom robinson comes into town. from the start, atticus refuses to defend him.
nevertheless, tom is accused of raping and beating a white woman. soon after the trial atticus

reports that tom was killed in an escape attempt. one of the most cherished stories of all time, to kill
a mockingbird has been translated into more than forty languages, sold more than forty million

copies worldwide, served as the basis for an enormously popular motion picture, and was voted one
of the best novels of the twentieth century by librarians across the country. a gripping, heart-
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wrenching, and wholly remarkable tale of coming-of-age in a south poisoned by virulent prejudice, it
views a world of great beauty and savage inequities through the eyes of a young girl, as her fathera
crusading local lawyerrisks everything to defend a black man unjustly accused of a terrible crime.
the unforgettable novel of a childhood in a sleepy southern town and the crisis of conscience that

rocked it, to kill a mockingbird became both an instant bestseller and a critical success when it was
first published in 1960. it went on to win the pulitzer prize in 1961 and was later made into an

academy award-winning film, also a classic. compassionate, dramatic, and deeply moving, to kill a
mockingbird takes readers to the roots of human behavior to innocence and experience, kindness

and cruelty, love and hatred, humor and pathos. now with over 18 million copies in print and
translated into forty languages, this regional story by a young alabama woman claims universal

appeal. harper lee always considered her book to be a simple love story. today it is regarded as a
masterpiece of american literature. 5ec8ef588b
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